Photographer Doug Perrine has lived on Hawaii Island for a
quarter of a century. Kilauea Volcano has been active for that
entire period. He estimates that at least 7 dwellings in which he
has slept are now covered with lava, including one which had
been his primary residence. He has had several close calls while
photographing lava flows and worries about the health effects of
breathing volcanic gases over a prolonged period. Nevertheless,
Perrine considers it a privilege to live on an island which is
constantly being remoulded by immense geologic forces.
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WHEN LAVA MEETS WATER:
Superheated steam and pumice rocks
hurl violently through the air as
molten lava pours from Hawaii’s
Kilauea volcano into cool Pacific
waters.
January 2017

PATH OF DESTRUCTION:
an incandescent river of
molten rock, moving at over 30km
per hour, streams out of
a fissure in hawaii’s
Leilani Estates.
July 2018

Nature photographer Doug
Perrine lives in a house
perched on the slopes of an
active volcano in the middle
of the Pacific. Rising behind
him, Hualalai Volcano, whilst
‘overdue’ for an eruption
based on past patterns of
activity, is currently the least
fractious of the three active
volcanoes on Hawaii Island.
As a young man, Perrine
lived in Hilo, which was
threatened in 1984 by a lava
flow from Mauna Loa Volcano that came within 6km of
the town. He then moved to
Kalapana, which lies directly
below the east rift zone of
Kilauea Volcano, the most
active of Hawaii’s volcanoes.
At night he could look out
his bedroom window and
see the glow of lava dripping
over the cliffs uphill from his
home. Some years after he
moved out, lava from Kilauea
covered the entire village of
Kalapana, burying Perrine’s
former residence under six
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meters of fresh basalt.
The entire archipelago of the
Hawaiian Islands and Emperor Seamounts, stretching
some 5,800 km from the
Island of Hawaii northwest
nearly to the eastern edge
of Russia and the Aleutian
Trench, is formed of volcanoes, including four that are
active, two that are dormant,
and at least 123 that are
extinct. Most volcanoes—
Krakatoa, Vesuvius, Mount St
Helen’s—grow where tectonic plates collide with each
other and fuel eruptions. But
Hawaii’s volcanoes are different, born out of a process

ith volcanoes surrounded
by deep blue ocean, I have
both fire and water. It’s
a nature photographer’s
paradise!’’
- Doug Perrine

called ‘hotspot volcanism’.
Geologists have posited
that the hotspot¬—a mantle
plume forcing hot magma
up from a massive reservoir
below the seafloor—punched
its way through the earth’s
crust and began forming the
Hawaiian Islands 30 million
years ago. As the magma
erupted, it built a mountain that eventually rose
above the sea surface, and
as the Pacific Plate drifted
northwest at a rate of 3-4
inches per year, each new
mountain was carried away
from the hotspot, creating
a ‘conveyor belt’ of Islands.

Hawaii Island is the youngest
in the chain, not counting
Loihi Seamount, which is
erupting 975 metres underwater, and is not expected
to break the surface for thousands of years. From Hawaii
Island the chain stretches
northwest, with each island
and seamount successively
older and more eroded. As
they erode, the islands also
sink into the sea, sometimes
forming atolls when coral
grows upward on the fringes
of a volcanic mountain. Past
Kure Atoll, all of the features
are below the surface of the
ocean.
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Kilauea began its eruption
underwater roughly half
a million years ago, and
broke the sea surface about
100,000 years ago, merging
with four other volcanoes
to form the “Big Island” of
Hawaii. It remains one of the
most active volcanoes in the
world, erupting nearly
continuously during the
entire human habitation of
the island over the last 1,000
years. The first Polynesian
settlers did not leave written records, but oral history recounts a devastating
eruption in 1790 that killed
over 400 people, making it
one of the deadliest volcanic
eruptions in human history.

Kilauea has erupted more than 60
times since the first written account
in 1823, and has been erupting near
continuously since 1983.

lava lake at Halema’uma’u
Crater cemented Kilauea’s
reputation as the world’s only
drive-in volcano.

Among the victims were a
regiment of warriors fighting
to resist the efforts of King
Kamehameha I to unite the
chiefdoms of Hawaii under
his rule. The death of the
warriors effectively ended
the resistance, playing a
decisive role in Hawaiian
history. The event is memorialized in stone in the form
of the soldiers’ footprints
in volcanic ash, which subsequently hardened into rock
in the southwest rift zone
of Kilauea. In 1972, Perrine
found himself running across
those fossil footprints as he
fled a wave of lava that surged out of a channel.
The first detailed written

record of Kilauea’s eruptions
dates back to 1823. Since
then, the volcano has erupted more than 60 times, with
the only prolonged pause
between 1934-1952. Kilauea
destroyed the village of Kapoho in 1955 and 1960 eruptions, and has been erupting
almost without pause since
1983, mostly from its east
rift zone. During its 19861991 eruptions it destroyed
the village of Kalapana, a
couple of neighboring subdivisions, and Kaimu Beach,
famous as one of the world’s
most beautiful beaches.
A lava lake formed at Pu’u
O’o, which was the source
of much of the lava emitted

from 1983-2018. In 2008,
a second lava lake formed
at Halema’uma’u Crater at
Kilauea’s summit, delighting
visitors to Hawaii Volcanoes
National Park, and cementing Kilauea’s reputation as
the “world’s only drive-in
volcano.” Most of the active
flows, however, emitted
from the reservoir at Pu’u
O’o and flowed downhill to
the south, along the eastern
boundary of the Park, cutting off the Chain of Craters
road and State Highway 130,
obliterating the remaining
houses in Kalapana Gardens
subdivision, and entering the
ocean along the southeast
coast of Hawaii Island.
>>>
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n early 2017, Kilauea Volcano
was the site of one of the most
spectacular and rarest of
volcanic phenomena.

In May 2016, a fissure eruption
from the east flank of Pu’u
O’o, began. Pu’u O’o has been
erupting continuously for 35
years, and the latest eruption poured between 23 to 46
million gallons of lava from
the volcano per day. The U.S
Geological Survey estimated
that 1-2 cubic meters of lava
entered the ocean per second,
totalling up to 1.5 billion gallons
of lava during the eruption’s 15
month long lifespan. The lava
flow, named 61G, captured the
attention of geologists and
much of the world when, for
almost three months in early
2017, Kilauea volcano was the
site of one of the most spectacular and rarest of volcanic
phenomena: a fire hose. On

During the latest eruption of Pu’u O’o, 1-2
cubic metres of lava entered the ocean per
second, totalling up to 1.5 billion gallons.

New Year’s Eve 2016, a massive
section of the Kamokuna lava
delta collapsed into the ocean,
exposing an active lava tube. A
spout of lava gushed out of the
new cliff face into the cool waters
of the Pacific. Where the lava
impacted the ocean, the reaction
was violent, generating explosions
of acidic steam and fragmented
lava pieces, which cooled rapidly into black pumice rocks. This
battle of the elements played out
until, on February 2nd 2017, the
cliff collapsed again, extinguishing
the fire hose temporarily. It opened up again a couple of days later
and continued spouting until the
build up of cooled lava created a
new delta that finally sealed off
the lava tube.
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In 2018, a string of earthquakes heralded a dramatic
new phase of the Kilauea
eruption. The earthquakes
resulted in the draining of
the two lava lakes, and—on
May 3, 2018—fissures opened up in the subdivision of
Leilani Estates, outside the
small town of Pahoa. Lava
and toxic gases spewed
into the air from cracks in
formerly quiet residential
streets and lawns. Most of
the homes in Leilani and the
neighboring subdivision of
Lanipuna Gardens were evacuated. Hawaii County Civil
Defense took responsibility
for managing the disaster
response, with assistance

from the Hawaii County
Police Department and the
Hawaii Army National Guard.
Tensions developed between
residents of the restricted
zones who wished to access
their properties, visitors and
residents who wished to view
the spectacular display of
natural forces, and the
authorities in charge of
trying to keep everybody
safe and prevent looting of
evacuated properties.
Perrine was among a cadre
of professional photographers drawn to the fearsome
spectacle like moths to a
flame. Partially motivated by
the death of photographer
and tour guide Sean Young a

few months earlier, when he
was leading a group of
visitors to view lava in
Kalapana, Civil Defense was
determined to safeguard

the populace, whether they
wanted that protection or
not. Dozens of photographers and sightseers were
arrested.
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More than 20 vents opened
during the first weeks of the
2018 eruption, but over a
period of weeks the output
was consolidated into Fissure
8 in Leilani Estates. It rapidly
built up a cinder cone around
itself while shooting fountains of lava over 60m in the
air. The outflow, estimated
at up to 100 cubic meters
of lava per second, flowed
downslope from Fissure 8
as an incandescent river of
molten rock, moving at over
30km per hour. The lava river
incinerated houses, engulfed
productive farm lots, vaporized a scenic pond known as
Green Lake, obliterated the
Vacationland and Kapoho
Beach Lots subdivisions, and

filled in Kapoho Bay, annihilating the popular natural
pools and hot springs there,
along with the tropical fish
and sea turtles that lived in
them. By the time it reached
the ocean, the lava river
had spread out into a broad
front, with multiple rivulets
of glowing liquid rock pouring into the sea, boiling the
water and releasing clouds of
acidic steam.
At the same time, Kilauea’s
summit region, including
the small town of Volcano,
was shaken by thousands
of earthquakes and tremors
caused by frequent collapses
of the Halema’uma’u crater.
Some of the collapses triggered explosions that fired

clouds of ash over 9,000m
into the air.
By the time that Fissure 8
went quiet on August 6, 2018
over 800 structures had been
destroyed and thousands
of lives disrupted. However,
since the tragic demise of
Sean Young, not a single
life was lost to the eruption.
There were two serious injuries: a passenger on a lava
viewing boat had her femur
shattered when a littoral
explosion fired lava bombs
into the boat; and a caretaker of a house near one of
the fissures had his ankle
broken by a lava bomb that
hit the veranda where he was
standing.
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WATERSPOUT:

CRACKED SKIN:
Pahoehoe lava oozes from a
breakout near the Kamokuna
ocean entry in Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park. The
black, air-cooled skin wrinkles
as it flows, and the liquid
lava glows bright and hot
underneath.

Lava entering the ocean forms
laze (a dangerous acidic steam
produced when lava meets salt
water). under the right wind
and heat conditions, the steam
can twist into a vortex.

[Above] This photograph
illustrates both the innate
attraction that draws people
to natural spectacles and
our simultaneous separation
from nature that prompts
foolish behaviour. The man in
the photograph is
walking on the roof of a lava
tube which is spilling 1100°C
lava into the ocean. When
Perrine took this image, hot
pumice rocks were being
hurled in every direction by
violent steam explosions,
dwarfing the tourist above.
The area adjacent to where
the man is standing

collapsed violently into
the sea shortly before he
arrived, and the spot where
he was perched in this photo
collapsed a few days after.
He had to pass warning
signs and cross barriers to
reach this spot. This kind of
incredibly risky behaviour is
driven largely by the culture
of posting ‘selfies’ on social
media, which increasingly
involve foolish stunts.
However, the geological
forces driving Kilauea’s
eruptions are indifferent to
the fate of humans wishing
to witness them firsthand.

[Above] Lava flowing
through lower Puna into
Kapoho, destroying farm
buildings and burning trees
[Left] Downed power poles
and guy wires embedded
in a lava flow as it pushes
along Pohoiki Road, near
Pahoa, Puna District.
[Right] Old trail marker
sign buried in fresh lava
flow, west of Kalapana,
Puna.

Kilauea volcano’s latest
eruption caused widespread
damage to park infrastructure, destroyed hundreds of
homes and consumed entire
neighbourhoods. It also
dramatically changed the
landscape, filling an ocean
bay and creating miles
of new shoreline comprised
of black sand beaches, sea
arches and lava islands.
The lava lake that formed in
2008 in the Halema’uma’u
Crater - which for over a
decade had been one of the
Park’s biggest draws - is also
completely gone.
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2018 Kilauea
eruption by
the numbers:
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The latest eruption of
Kilauea is one of Hawaii’s
biggest eruptions in decades.
The United States
Geological Survey estimated
that, over the course of the
event, approximately
1 billion cubic metres of lava
was released (enough to fill
at least 320,000 Olympicsized swimming pools)!

Most of Kilauea’s erupting lava oozed from
fissures, spreading slowly enough that people
could escape unharmed.

Explosive events at Kilauea’s
summit crater (pictured
above before the eruption)
were accompanied by neardaily collapses, as a new pit
appeared in the floor of the
crater. Each collapse
released energy equivalent
to that of a Magnitude 5
earthquake.
By the end of the eruption,
the crater floor had sunk

1,600 feet (more than 500
meters), and the overall
Kilauea caldera had widened
— expanding more than 1
square mile, as lava drained
out of the active vent. The
new crater, although
currently empty, has a
volume of 885 million cubic
metres - a drastic increase
from 60 million cubic metres
before the 2018 events.
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For Perrine, photographing
the eruption brought out a
mix of contradictory emotions. The absolute awe at
the magnificence of the fiery
process of island building
and the thrill of documenting a once-in-a-lifetime
historical event coexisted
with sorrow over the human
cost, fear of death or injury,
and fear of arrest. Destroyed
properties included some
associated with cherished
memories, homes of friends,
and places of great natural beauty. Several of the
dwellings where he stayed
while photographing this
event were destroyed as the
eruption progressed. His
best guess is that at least
seven structures that he has
slept in over the years have
since been obliterated by
lava, along with his favourite beaches and surf spots.
Gaining access to vantage
points near dramatic events
often required evading or
talking his way through
roadblocks. More frequently

he experienced severe frustration due to being prevented from accessing an
event only a short distance
away. Often the best view
was an aerial perspective,
but the federal government

wasted no time in instituting
a Temporary Flight Restriction Area, banning the use of
camera drones, and requiring
unauthorized aircraft to stay
above 1000 meters altitude.
At this height it is necessary to use telephoto lenses,
which are very hard to stabilize against the vibration
of the aircraft. One axiom
of photography is that the
quality of light is inversely
proportional to the quantity,
and this is particularly true
of volcanic eruptions as the
glow of the lava is usually
most visible as daylight
wanes and cameras struggle
to capture enough light to
form an image.
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hotographing pillow lava
underwater is the most dangerous
and frightening project I’ve ever
undertaken.

‘‘

More people have taken photographs
in outer space than have taken pictures of
active lava eruptions underwater.

‘‘

Perrine is best known as a
photographer of marine
life. He has photographed
many types of sharks and
other dangerous wildlife at
close quarters, but says that
lava is the only subject that
gives him nightmares. He
rates photographing pillow
lava emerging underwater
during an earlier phase of the
Kilauea eruption as the most
dangerous and frightening
project he has ever undertaken.
‘More people have taken
photographs in outer space
than have taken pictures
of active lava eruptions

‘‘
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underwater,’ says Perrine.
‘A successful dive requires
expert guidance and very,
very careful consideration
of circumstances in which
to take a calculated risk.
Suitable dive conditions
only occur about once every
four years. Just above the
lava flow the surface water
may be scalding, and there
is a danger of being pushed
into hot lava by the surf. The
lava must be flowing at just
the right volume, speed and
depth and there must not be
too much wind or surf. Dive
partners and boat crew must
all be highly dependable

and experienced in dealing
with volcanic hazards in an
area with no radio or cellular telephone communications. Even compasses don’t
work properly because the
lava creates false magnetic
signatures. Assuming that
the conditions are conducive
to diving, there are still the
photographic requirements
to consider, such as water
visibility and ambient light.
To my knowledge, no one
has yet actually been killed
diving on the lava flow (very
few have attempted it) but
several people I know have
had near-death experiences

and given it up for good.
The greatest danger is from
underwater landslides of volcanic pumice. When this happens, it can pull you down
very rapidly to unsurvivable
depths. Quick thinking is
required, almost impossible
amidst constant steam explosions and pressure waves
reverberating in your chest
and ears. Tiny fragments of
pumice infiltrate your gear
and darken the water, while
steam bubbles reduce visibility and cause disorientation.
It’s like being in the middle of
a battlefield.’
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Among the many challenges
of photographing hot lava is
that it produces heat waves
that shimmer and distort the
view of the lava. The view of
the lava can also be obscured
by smoke and fumes, including toxic sulphur dioxide
and hydrogen sulphide
gases. Perrine wore a respirator with chemical cartridges
to scrub dangerous gases
while shooting some of the
photos that accompany this
feature. Eruptive activity can
also change dramatically at

any moment, sometimes
creating life-threatening
situations within seconds.
While photographing long
exposures of lava bombs
shooting out of a fissure,
Perrine found bombs landing
and exploding all around him
when the force of the blasts
suddenly increased. Two
days later a man nearly lost
his foot when a lava bomb
struck him on the same
property where Perrine had
been photographing. The
injury to the passenger on

the lava viewing boat occurred when there was a sudden
increase in activity, again
two days after Perrine had
been out on the same boat.
These close calls remind
Perrine that it is a matter of
luck, as much as research
and preparation, that he has
not been killed or seriously
injured.
Several times Perrine has
curtailed a photo shoot, deciding it was too dangerous,
only to go back again a few
days later. A rational analysis
tells him that the rewards of

photographing an eruption
are not worth the risk, and
yet he is inevitably drawn
back to trying to capture the
essence of the fiery cataclysm. “It’s like traveling back
through time to see the birth
of the planet,” he says. “I feel
so privileged and humbled
to be witness to the act of
creation. Seeing the force
of nature in such a dramatic
way is a powerful reminder
of the insignificance of us
humans in the grand scheme
of things.”
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In Sept 2018, Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park
reopened to visitors, after a
period of closure that lasted
135 days. While volcanic
activity has slowed down
significantly and no lava is
now reaching the surface
at Kilauea, scientists aren’t

ready to declare the latest
eruption over. The hotspot
which sits below Hawaii - and
is responsible for its creation
- continues to force magma
up through the crust of the
earth. It’s really only a matter of time before the next
major event.
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